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The Neurobiology of Hatred 
Minisymposium Nobel Forum, Karolinska institute (KI), Stockholm 
Sweden  Sept 24, 2021. 
 
Hatred defined as strong enmity directed towards individuals, a society or an ethnic group is a 
complex biological sentiment.  Hatred is behind intergroup conflicts among races, cultures, gangs and  
nations.  It is also causing interpersonal conflicts leading to violence. Terrorism may also be triggered 
by hatred. In spite of that the results of hatred are extensively covered by news media etc. less 
attention is paid to the neurobiological mechanisms of hatred. 
 
Several regions of the brain seem to be involved in hatred. Of particular interest are the prefrontal 
cortex, the basal ganglia and insula. Paradoxically the brain regions involved in hatred  are almost 
identical to the networks triggered by passionate love,  which may explain the close relationship 
between jealousy and hatred. Both hate and love involve hedonic feelings.However, hatred also 
activates the cortical premotor area and putamen, which may lead to violent behavior. 
 
Hatred can block the brain´s evolutionary empathic feeling by top-down control. This has been 
demonstrated by brain imaging among Jewish-Israeli and Arab-Palestinian adolescents, who were 
exposed  to visual stimuli depicting painful conditions. When viewing an outgroup person suffering 
the empathic feelings were blocked.  After the two groups of alien youngsters had spent some time 
together chatting about anything except politics, the hatred responses diminished.  
 
Indifference can be as threatening as hatred. The Nazi staff in the concentration camps were 
probably more indifferent than hateful when murdering innocent members of different groups. 
Of particular interest is how hatred can be programmed in the brain during childhood. To what 
extent can it be affected by violent computer games? 
The aim of this conference is to discuss whether neuroscience can offer new insights into the 
mechanisms of hatred, racism and intolerance. 
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Programme: 
 
9.30     Registration  
 
Chairpersons: Anders Hansen and Hugo Lagercrantz 
 
10.00   Welcome address   Bengt Samuelsson, Stockholm  
 
10.10   Introduction                              Anders Hansen, Stockholm 
 
10.20   Experimental studies of intermale aggression  Christian Broberger, Stockholm  
 
10.50.  Coffee 
 
11.10   Fear and hatred    Andreas Olsson, Stockholm 
 
11.40  Pleasure and pain in the brain  Morten Kringelbach, Aarhus and Oxford  
 
12.10  General Discussion 
 
12.30  Lunch 
 
13.30  Growing up amidst intractable conflicts Ruth Feldman, Tel Aviv 
 
14.00. Indifference or hatred – Nazi doctors  Paul Weindling, Oxford, UK 
performing painful experiments on humans 
 
14.30   Intergroup reconciliation    Sabina Cehajic-Clancy, Sarajevo and 
    Stockholm   
15.00  Coffee 
 
15.30   Violant games and hatred   Predrag Petrovic, Stockholm  
 
16.00  Watching the Moon at Night. (film)  Bo Persson, Stockholm 
   
16.30  General Discussion 
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Speakers 
Christian Broberger is a neurobiologist and  professor at the University of Stockholm who has studied 

the neural networks behind aggression in experimental animals, and recently identified a brain area 

that can trigger one mouse to attack another. 

Sabina Čehajić-Clancy is professor of political psychology and Dean of political science in Sarajevo. 

Ruth Feldman is professor of psychology at the Bar-Ilan University in Israel and has also a joint 

appointment at Yale University.  

Anders Hansen is a psychiatrist but also a well-known populars science author. He has recently 

produced an applauded  series of tv-programmes on the brain. 

Morten Kringelbach is a professor whose research group is based at the 

universities in Oxford and Aarhus. Over the last 20 years his research 

has studied how reward and punishment are represented in brain networks 

focused on the human orbitofrontal cortex. 

Andreas Olsson is professor of psychology and head of the Emotion lab at the Karolinska Institutet. 

His research aims at understanding emotional learning and regulation in social situations where 

individuals learn to fear and dislike each-others.  

Bo Persson is a film producer. He has made apprciated films on antisemitism and terrorism 
  
Predrag Petrovic is a psychiatrist at KI, studying the effects of violent computer games. 

Bengt Samuelsson is an emeritus professor of medical chemistry, Nobel Laureate and former 

president of the Karolinska Institutet. 

 

Paul Weindling is a historian at the University of Oxford Brookes and an expert on genocide and 

eugenics. 

 

A conference sponsored by the Cultural Council of Karolinska Institute, Acta Paediatrica and Swedish 
Friends of the Hebrew University (HUJ). 
Organizing committee: Hugo Lagercrantz, Andreas Olsson, Ingemar Ernberg, Karin Samuelsson, Jacob 
Weitman 
 


